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“We maintain strong relationships with our affiliated
charter companies and private aircraft owners, whobenefit greatly from ElJet's "empty leg flight" service, so
we are also able to secure the best and most affordable
pricing on traditional charter flights”
-Ben Schusterman, Owner of El Jet
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El Jet
In the past, the benefits of private
aircraft travel were limited to an extremely exclusive group due to the staggering cost of owning and maintaining
private aircraft. Recently, leaders of fortune 500 companies, heads of state,
sports stars and celebrities have turned
to hiring privately owned aircraft rather
than actually purchasing a plane. This
trend has led to the development of
fractional jet ownership programs with
hourly jet cards. This kind of system
can work for customers who know exactly what type of aircraft they will require, as well as their general travel
needs. However, because many travelers do not match this profile, the charter travel industry has stepped in to fill
the void.
Private air charter services have
made it possible for a wider range of
travelers to take advantage of the benefits of private air travel. However, due

to the cost of traditional charter flights,
this option has also remained limited to
a fairly exclusive group. This is where
El Jet stepped in, to fill a growing need
for affordable private air travel.
El Jet has partnered with some of
the nations leading private vacation
travel creators and some of the world’s
most exclusive resorts. They will ensure
you to get the El Jet experience and reliability you are used to while you rest
relax and allow yourself to be pampered while enjoying some of the
world’s most exciting and romantic getaways.
El Jet has various facilities; they can
fly into just about any airport in the
world that is equipped to handle the
aircraft size. Their services for the average international businessman are:
travel planning, VIP transfers from
commercial flights to private, ground
transportation worldwide, custom
catering, hotel bookings, show tickets,
dinner reservations etc. Customer’s
safety is very crucial, that is why all aircrafts provided by affiliates of El Jet
must be FAA Part 135 Air Carrier Certified. We offer the safest and most reliable air fleet you can find.

The advantage of El Jet compared
to other competitors is their global expertise. They can serve a client in Japan
as well as a client in the United States,
London, Dubai or India. A significant
portion of the business takes place outside of the United States. Their significant expertise is in “empty legs”.

an empty plane, and the travelers reap
the benefits of significantly reduced
travel costs.
El Jet has built the largest network
of empty leg flights in the industry, to
ensure that they can provide the most
inexpensive private jet charter flights to
as many destinations as possible. And

El Jet has pioneered a focus on
“empty leg” also known as “dead
heads” flights, in which aircrafts are
scheduled one-way, and return to the
point of origin empty. El Jet successfully pairs travelers with the empty legs
of scheduled flights and this benefits
aircrafts, owners and travelers. The
owners are spared the expense of flying

while the cost of flying on an empty leg
is significantly less than that of a standard charter flight, the benefits of flying privately represent a significant
upgrade in luxury, flexibility, convenience and safety.
The company is privately owned.
Ben Schusterman owns and started the
company. He used to work for a large
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international real estate company with
projects in China, Japan, Turkey, Israel,
India, and the US. His work required
much frequent travel. The company
owns 4 airplanes and while flying once
he realized there were ways for us to
make the process easier less expensive
and more efficient.
The investment in Private Jet Travel
for the wealthy is crucial for long term
success. Hence, the ability to be in
many cities and countries in the same
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day. “Time is Money” and for the
wealthy their time is best spent working
or being well rested than sitting in an
airport lobby. Also for the wealthy sitting on a private jet with employees and
co-workers enables them to work in a
private environment where trade secrets will not be heard. Utilizing a private jet is good for business and that is
why most of El Jet’s customers use a
business jet for business not for personal luxury travel.

El Jet is seeing dramatic and continuous growth in Asia Pacific. With
China becoming more flexible in regards to private jets the trend is expected to continue. They have
shortened permit times and are now allowing more private jets to fly in China.
The Asia Pacific region has been fortunate to have not been hurt as bad by
the economic meltdown as the US and
that is why El Jet expects significant
growth in Asia.T
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